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“How dare you? You actually assaulted someone? Tell me which platoon do you
belong to?”

Jenson was furious.

“You are in no position to ask me that,” replied Levi frostily.

“See, Mr. Grant? Look at how horrible his attitude is. He was worse when you
weren’t around just now. He assaulted us directly!”

Pierre fanned the flames, trying to stir up his anger.

Jenson seemed to be cross at his complaint. “That’s it. I don’t care which platoon
you’re from. Since you hit someone, you must apologize to them!” instructed
Jenson furiously.

“We’ll only accept your apology if you kneel,” added Sarah and the others.

However, Levi merely smirked. “My stance remains the same. None of you can
bear the consequences of my apology!”

“Aren’t you being too insolent, you rascal? We can’t bear the consequences of
your apology? Well, I’d like to try that out!” rebuked Jenson furiously.

“Are you sure?”

Levi narrowed his eyes, a cold glint flashing within them.

For some reason, Jenson felt himself quiver uncontrollably at Levi’s glare.



This rascal has such a powerful aura!

“I’m… I’m sure! Apologize right away!” demanded Jenson.

“Let me ask you something first. Are you the one who permitted Star
Entertainment to film in the military base?” Levi’s question took a sudden turn.

“Yeah, that’s right. I permitted them!” admitted Jenson defiantly.

“What’s the objective?” asked Levi.

“Of course, it’s to promote our army and let the public see the true conditions of a
military base. I think that it’s very meaningful!” explained Jenson in a
matter-of-fact tone.

With a cold smirk playing on his lips, Levi said, “I know that you’re just trying to
film a variety show, dragging the soldiers along to participate in this act. How
insolent! You’ve severely disrupted the military base’s conduct.”

“Hmph! What we’re doing is to explore the military base in-depth and understand
the daily life of soldiers. It’s not all that serious!”

“But it is! Are you saying that you allow them to film the battle tanks and
weapons? Are you saying that it’s acceptable to leak military secrets?” Levi
abruptly asked.

“Huh?”

Taken aback, Jenson quickly clarified, “Of course, that’s not allowed! I believe
that the celebrities of Star Entertainment will know what to do.”

When Jenson said that, he could sense that the atmosphere took a strange turn.

Pierre and the rest were lowering their heads silently.



A flash of guilt and embarrassment even appeared on Sarah’s and the other
celebrities’ faces.

“You… You guys didn’t actually… film it, right?” asked Jenson in astonishment.

“Mr. Grant, they’re just curious! Even I’m curious, so I am sure these kiddos
would be too.”

As expected of a man who had been around, Pierre immediately tried to diffuse
the tension.

Satisfied, Jenson nodded. “Did you hear that, rascal? Everyone’s just curious.
They didn’t do anything over the board.”

“Huh! Really? Then look at the footages in their cameras,” stated Levi angrily.


